An Invitation

DURING THE WESTERN MOUNTAIN REGIONAL CONFERENCE OF THE A.I.A. WE HAVE ARRANGED AN EXHIBIT OF RATHER UNUSUAL INTEREST.

WE HAVE TAKEN THE LARGE ROOM JUST TO THE EAST OF THE LOBBY ENTRANCE OF THE WESTERN SKIES TO DISPLAY MANY NEWLY DEVELOPED ITEMS OF INTEREST AND IMPORTANCE TO ARCHITECTS.

FOREIGN LANGUAGE LABORATORY
A FLEXIBLE, SPECIAL PURPOSE CLASSROOM FOR AUDIO INSTRUCTION IN FOREIGN LANGUAGE.

MATHEMATICS LABORATORY
SPECIALIZED EQUIPMENT BUILT INTO THE MATHEMATICS CLASSROOM.

SCIENCE LABORATORIES
NEW DEVELOPMENTS IN THE TEACHING OF SCIENCE.

MODUWALL
A NEW CONCEPT IN THE FLEXIBLE USE OF CLASSROOM WALLS FOR CHALK BOARD, STORAGE AND DISPLAY.

PACIFIC CURTAINWALL
A NEW BEARING CURTAINWALL FOR SINGLE STORY BUILDINGS.

GENEVA MODERN KITCHENS
THE NEW IMPASTO FINISH AND HOSPITAL CASEWORK.

HALDEMAN-HOMME
THE NEW SINGLE FOLD ERICSON IN THE WALL TABLES AND BENCHES

BRUNSWICK
FOLDING GYMNASIUM SEATING
FOLDING BASKETBALL BACKSTOPS
FOLDING PARTITIONS
CLASSROOM CABINETS

ALL OF THESE AND MANY OTHER ITEMS IN FULL SCALE FOR YOU TO SEE.
REFRESHMENTS WILL BE SERVED AND WE WILL LOOK FORWARD TO SEEING YOU.
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Electro lighting fixtures provide high intensity lighting for San Angelo Central H. S.

the all-downlight MODERNAIRE fixture . . . designed expressly for the San Angelo Central High School installation, provides 30° lengthwise shielding—45° crosswise shielding . . . optimum illumination. Over 1800 MODERNAIRES used throughout classrooms, laboratories, library, and cafeteria deliver a low-glare 70 to 100 footcandles.

High Bay Mercury Unit Lights Athletic Areas

Swimming Pool area and gymnasium are lamped by Electro High Bay Mercury Unit. In gym, metal guards are used.

ARCHITECT: Caudill Rowlett and Scott, Bryan, Texas
ASSOCIATE ARCHITECT: Max D. Lovett, San Angelo, Texas
CONSULTING ENGINEER: J. W. Hall, Jr., Bryan, Texas

ELECTRICAL DISTRIBUTOR: Simmons-Huggins Supply Co., San Angelo, Texas
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NOW with a factory in DALLAS to better serve you

Represented in Texas, Oklahoma, New Mexico by Trawick-Healy and Associates,
Dallas • San Antonio • Houston • Lubbock
1535 So. Paulina St., Chicago 8, Ill., Spruce & Water Sts., Reading, Pa.